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LEPIDOPTERA OF LINN COUNTY. 279· 
A.LIST OF THE LEPIDOPTERA OF LINN COUNTY, IOWA. 
GEO. H. BERRY. 
This list is based upon twenty years' collecting in Linn county by the 
author, together .with the examination of the collection made by Dr. 
E. P. Childs, now in the Coe College museum; and of private collections 
in lVIaine, Grant, College, Brown and Fairfax townships. · 
The identification of all rare and doubtful species was made by an 
eastern .firm who are engaged in the business of supplying entomological 
specimens and supplies. The nomenclature and check numbers are in 
conformity with those used in Dyar 's . check list of North American 
Lepidoptera. It was found impossible to give English names, as but 
few of the species have them, and those few only locally. . 
The empirical terms used to indicate the relative frequency of the 
species are Abundant, Common, Fairly Common, Rare, and Very Rare. 
In a few species where varieties are listed, Less Common has been used 
to designate the relative abundance between the s.pecies and the variety . 
., In those listed (Very rare) the actual number of specimens taken has 
been given. I have realized the need of a working list many times in 
the past years, and have encountered the· same need among others. in 
the same field of investigation; and give this need as a reason for pre-
senting this paper at this time. 
ABBREVIATIONS. 
Bai ...................... Bailey Gey ...................... Geyer 
Bent. . ............ Beutenmuller Gu ..................... Guenee 
Borkh. . ............ Borkhausen Kir ...................... Kirby 
Bsdv. . ............... Boisduval Sm ...................... Smith 
Butl. .................... Butler Snel. ................... Snellen 
Charp. . ............ Charpentier Steph. . ............... Stephens 
Chamb. . .............. Chambers Spey. . .................. Speyer 
Clem. . ................. Clemens S. & A. . ......... Smith & Abbot 
Cram. . ................. Cramer· Fer. . .................. Fernald 
Dall. . ................. Dallman Fabr. . ................ Fabricius 
Dru ..................... Drury - Harr. . .................. Harris 
Edw. . ................ Edwards Hbn. . .................. Hubner 
Grt ...................... Grote Haw ....•.............. Haworth 
G. & R ......... Grote & Robinson Hy. Edw. . ...... Henry Edwards 
G-M ........... Guerrin-Meneville Herr.-Schf. . ... Herrich-Schae:ffer 
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280 IOWA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE. 
Led. : .................. Lederer Ril. ...................... Riley 
L. . .................. :Linnaeus Rag .................... Ragonet 
Ochs. . ............ Ochsenheimer Rob. . ................. Robinson 
Tausch. . .............. Tauscher Rott. . .............. Rottemburg 
Treitsch. . ............ Treitschke Zell. . .................... Zeller 
D. & S ... Dennis & Schiffermuller Walk. . ................. Walker 






5 ajax Hbn .................. Very rare, 1 specimen 
PAPILLO L. 
11 glancus L .................. V cry common 
lla Turnus L .................. Rare 
13 troilus L ................... Very rare, 2 specimens 
14 thoas L .................... Common 
22 polyxenes Fabr ............. Common 
LAERTIAS Hbn. 
23 philenor L ................. Rare 
F'amily Pieridae 
PO:V'J'IA Fabr. 
32 monitste L ................ Very rare, 1 specimen 
37 pmtodice Bsdv. & LeC ...... Common 
38b vit'giniensis Edw ........... Very rare, 2 specimens 
40 rapae L ................... Abundant 
40a novanglae Scud ............ Common 
40b immaculata S. & A ........ Common 
NATHALIS Bsdv. 
41 iole Bsdv .................. Rare 
SYNCHLOE Hbn. 
48 genuste Fabr .............. Rare 
CALYDRYAS. Bsdv&LeC. 
52 eubule L .................. Very rare, 3 specimens 
ZERENE Hbn. 
61 caesonia Stoll ..... '. ........ Common 
61a rosa McNeill ............... Fairly common 
.l! 
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LEPIDOPTERA OF LINN COUNTY. 281 
EURYJUUS Swain. 
65 eurytherne Bsdv ............ Common 
65a ariadne Edw .............. Fairly commu11 
66 philodice Gdt .............. Abundant 
66a an thy ale Hbn .............. Rare 
PYRASITA Butl. 
81 niexicana Bsdv ............. Very rare, 1 specimen 1 
Et:REilIA Hbn. 
83 nicippe Cram .............. Very rare 
85 euterpe Mene .............. Common 
87 deUa Cram ................ Locally common 
88 jucunda Boisd. & LeC ...... Very rare, 1 specimen 
Family Nymphalidae. 
EUPTOIETA D>bld. 
92 claudia Cram .............. Fairly common 
SPEYERIA Scud. 
95 idalia Dru ................ Locally common 
ARGYNNIS Fabr. 
99 cybele Fabr ............... Common 
100 aphrodite Fabr ............ Common 
lOOa alcestis Edw ............... Common 
BRENTHIS Hbn. 
131 myrina Cram .............. Common 
141 bellona Fabr .............. Common 
EUPHYDRYAS Scud. 
146 phaeton Drury ............ Very rare, 1 specimen 
CHARIDRl'.'AS S'CUd. 
185 nycteis D. & H ............ Common 
PHYCIODES Hbn. 
188 phaon Edw ..... , .......... Very rare 
189 tharos Dru ................ Common 
190 Batesii Reak ............... Fairly common 
196 picta Edw ................. Very rare, 1 specimen 
POI, YGONIA Hbn, 
205 interrogationalis Fabr ....... Common 
205a imibrosa Lint .............. Common 
206 comma Harr .............. Common 
206a dryas Edw .............. · .. Less common 
209 faunus Edw ............... V:ery rare 
214 progne Cram .............. Common 
1This specimen, taken by Mr. Bigelow, is in perfect condition, neither frayed 
nor faded. 
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EUYAlllJSSA Scud. 
217 antiopa L ................. Very common" 
Al;t,AIS Dal. 
218 milbcrtii God .............. Rare 
YA'\'l~SSA F'ab. 
atalanta L ................ Common 219 
220 
221 
hnntera Fab ............... Pairly common 
carcli L ................... Variable; some seasons al.mnda11t; 
· others rare 
Jl'.'>0'\'IA Hbn. 
223 coenia Hbn ................ Fairly common 
ANAR'i'JA Hubn. 
224 jatrophac L ............... Vrry rare 
DASJL,\UCHIA Scud. 
236 astyanax Fa.br ............. Common 
239 archipp1ts Cram ............ Common 
240 fioridensis Streck ........... F'airly common 
CHl.OHll'l'E Boisd. 
2±4 celti'.s Boisd. & LeC ......... Fairly rommon 
247 alicia Edw ................ R.nre 
248 clyton Boisd. & LeC ........ R11re 
A:'iAU'l'IA Hbn. 






alope Fabr ................ Very common 
texana Edw ............... Rare 
E'.'riODIA Hbn. 
286 portlandia Fab ............. Rare 
SAT"YRODES Scud. 
288 canthus L ................. Fairly common 
CISSIA. Doub. 
299 eurytif..S Fabr .............. Abundant 
'A specimen in the pos.session of Mr. Bigelow lacks the row of blue spots along 
the wings; the marginal stripe ls very wide and nearly white. 
... 
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F'amily Lymnadidae. 
A~O!'L\. Hbn. 
308 plexippns L ............... Abundant 




bachrnan ni Kirt ............ Very rare, 2 specimens 
Family Riodinidae. 
CA.LYPiOJI,IS G.&R. 
321 borcalis G. & R ........... Very rare, 1 specimen 
Family J;ycaenidae. 
J;~URA 'IO'l'ES Scud. 
335 rnelini1s Hubn ............. V cry rare, 1 specnncn 
THECh.L•\ Fabr. 
339 acadfra Eclw .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
~ 34 7 ca.Zan us Hbn .............. F,Rir ly common 
JUTOl IL\. Scud. 
362 damon Cram .............. Rare 
INCISSA.I,IA Minot. 
374 irus Godt ................. Very rare, 1 specimen 
378 niphon Hbn ............... Rare 
S'l'RYl\10-:V Hbn. 
384 titi1s Fabr ................. Rare 
G AEIDJ<JS Scud. 
390 clfone Scud ................ Locally common 
<.'URYSOPHA.NliS Hbn. 
393 thoe Boisd ................. Abundant 
EF'lDEMIA. Scud. 
308 epixanthe Boisd ............ Very rare 
HEODES Dall. 
~ 
399 hypophlens Boisd .......... Abundant 
CYANIRIS Dahl. 
440 ladon Cram ............... Common 
440a l1wia Kir .................. Common 
440c violacea Edw .............. Fairly common 
440f neglecta Edw .............. Common 
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EYl';RTES Hbn. 
442 comyntas God ............. Fairly common 
LEPTOTES Scud. 
452 theonus Lucas ............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
F'aJmily Resperidae. 
AMBL YCIRTES Scud. 
459 vialis Edw ................. Very rare, 1 specimen 
463 samoset Scud .............. Common 
PA!UPHILA Fabr. 
469 palaemon Pallas ............ Very rare, 2 specimens 
ANCHYLOXYI'HA Feld·er. 
472 numitor Fabr .............. Common 
OARIS'.UA Scud. 
480 
poweschiek Park ........... Very common 
POANES Scud. 
482 massasoit Scud ............. Rare 
ERYNNIS Schrank. 
488 sassacus Harr ............. Very rare, 3 specimens 
491 ottoe Edw ................. Very rare, 1 specimen 
499 uncas Edw ................ Very rare, 2 specimens 
501 attalus Edw ............... Common 
THY i\IEI,LICUS Hbn. 
419a egremet Scud .............. Rare 
523 cernes Boisd. & LeC ........ Common 
EUPHYES Scud. 
528 verna Edw ................ Rare 
529 vestris Bsdv ............... Common 
529a metacornet Harr ........... Fairly common 
535 f1tsca G. & R .............. Rare 
LEREi\1A Scud. 
543 hianna Scud ............... Fairly common 
1,IMOCHROES Scud. 
555 bimacula G. & R ........... Fairly common 
556 pontiac Edw ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
557 manataqua Scud ............ Common 
PHYCANASSA Scud. 
566 vitellus Fabr ............... Rare 
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LEPIDOPTERA OF LINN COUNTY. 285 I 
EUPARGYREUS Hbn. 
584 tityrus Fabr ............... Very common 
TIIORYBES Scud. 
599 bathylliis S. & A ........... Rare 
·601 phylades Scud ............. Common 
PHOLISORA Scud. 
605 catiilus Fabr ............... Fairly common 
'I'IIANNAos Bsdv. 
617 brizo Bsdv. & LeC ......... Fairly common 
618 icelus Lint ................ Rare 
625 juvenalis Fabr ............. Rare 
HESPERIA Fabr. 
642 tessellata Scud ............. Fairly common 




653 diffinis Bsd ................ Fairly common 
653a axilaris G. & R ............. Common 
653b tenuis Grt ................. Common 
656 thysbe Fabr ................ Common 
TIUPTODON Men. 
665 litgubris L ................. Very rare, 2 specimens 
AMJ•HION Hbn. 
667 nessus Cram ............... Common 
·spu1~con1NA Bsdv. 
668 abbotii Swain ............. Rare 
DEIDAMIA Clem. 
669 inscriptitm Harr ........... Fairly common 
DEILEPHILA Och. 
670 galli Rott .................. Very rare, 1 specimen 
671 lineata Fabr ............... Abundant 
ARGEUS Hbn. 
67 4 labritscae L ................ Very rare, 1 specimen 
PHOJ,US Hbn. · 
'679 achemon Dru ............... Common 
7
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A'f:'!f81,0i'HA!:A B.&G. 
chocrilus Cram ............. Hare 
rnyron Cram ............... Common 
enofos Hbn ................ Rare 
vers-icolor Harr ............. Fairly common 
J'ffJ.EGE'nfo'.\1.'Il ~· Hbn. 
quinquemacnlata Haw ....... Abundant 
se.rta ,Johan ............... Common 
~:punxx L. 
700 kalrniae S. & A ............. Rare 
701 drape/ errarurn S. & A ....... Rare 
703 goJ'Clius Stoll. .............. Common 
706 chersis Hbn ....... , ....... Common 
716 cremitti1s Hbn ............. Fairly common 
BOLBA Walk. 
719 hyaeus Dru ................ Fairly common 
C!DRllA'l'01'IIA Harr. 
721 arnyntor Gey .............. Common 
722 imditlosa Walk ............. Common 
724 catalpae Bsdv .............. Rare 
1.Al'ARA Walk. 
725 bomb ycoides W allc ........ Rare 
JUARt:MHA Moore. 
728 rnodesta Harr .............. Common 
728a imperator Streck ........... Very rare, 3 specimens 
SMEHIN'l'HLS Latr. 
729 jamaiccnsis Dru ............ Common 
730 cerysi Kirby ............... l<-,airly common 
PAO.:VIAS Hbn. 
731 excaecatits S. & A ........... Common 
732 myops S. & A ......... ." ... Common 
CHESSONIA G. & R. 




736 cyntkia Dru ............... Very rare, 2 specimens 
SAMIA Hubner. 
739 cecropia L ................. Common · 
740 gloveri Stck ............... Very rare, 2 specimens 
• 
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CALLOSAJUIA Pack. 
744 promethea Dru ............ Locally common 
TROPAEA Hbn . 
. ~ 7 4 7 l1ma L ................ , ... Fairly common 
747a diclynna Walk .............. Very rare, 1 sp.ecimen 
'K'ELEA Hbn. 
748 polyphemiis Cram .......... Common 
• 
AVJ'<rllffElii.liS Hbn. 
753 io Fabr ................... Common 
l!lEMELE!iCA Walk. 
757 maia Dru .. · ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
Family Ceratocampidae. 
}!.1U§OTA Hbn. 
767 stigma :B1 abr ........... , ... Rare 
768 senatoria S & A ........... Fairly common 
770 virginiensis Dru ........... Rare 
771 rubiciinda Fabr ............ Common 
... ADEM)CEPHALA Herrick-Schaeffer. 
772 bicolor Harr ............... Fairly common 
772a s1tprema N eum ............. Rare 
772b immaculata ,Jew ...... · ..... Very rare, 2 specimens 
SYSSlF'HINX Hbn. 
773 qiiadrilineata G. & R ........ :b1 airly common 
CITHERONIA H!bn. 
776 regalis :B1 abr ............... Very rare, 1 specimen. 
BASSILONA Bsdv. 
178 irnperialis Dru ............. Fairly common 




779 auf?e L .................... Very rare, 1 specimen 
SCEPSIS Walker. 
787 fulvicollis Hbn ............ Common 
1,ycoMORPHA Harris. 
792 pholus Dru ................ Rare 
CTENUCHA Kirby. 
798 virginica Charp ............ Fairly common 
287 
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Family Lithosiidae. 
CRAMBIDIA Packard. 
800 paUida Pkd ............... Common 
J,EXIS Wall. 
806 bicolor Grt . ." .............. Rare 
HYPROPEPIA Hbn. 
807 mVrviata Kby ............... Fairly common 
808 f uscosa Hbn ............... Common 
CLE!UENSJA p,ackard. 
817 albata Walk ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
ILMCE Walker. 
821 si~bjecta Walk ............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
Family Arctidae. 
EUBAPHE Hru.bner. 
833 immaculata Reak ........... Rare 
834 aurantiaca Hbn ............ Fairly common 
834d quinnaria Grt ............. Fairly common 
UTETHEISA Hubn. 
836 bella Butl ................. Common 
836a hybrida Butl .............. Fairly common 
837 ornatrix L ................ Rare 
HAPLOA Hbn. 
839 colona Hbn ................ Locally common 
840 lecontei Bsdv .............. Common 
840c millitaris Harr ............. Common 
840d harrisii Dy ................ Fairly common 
840e smithii Dy. . . . . . .......... Common 
840£ vestalis Pack ............... Rare 
842 contigua W allc ............ Very rare 
ECl'ANTH.ERIA Hbn. 
846 defiorata Fabr .............. Rare 
ESTIGUENE Hbn. 
851 acreae Dru ................ Common 
854 congrua Walk ............. Fairly common 
HYP AN'rRIA Harr. 
855 ciinea Dru ..•............. Common 
856 textor Harr ............... Common 
ISIA Walk. 
859 isabella S. & A ............. Abundant 
PH:fL\G1'1ATOBIA Steph. 
860 fiilginosa Ii ................ Rare 
10
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DIACRISIA Hbn. 
862 virginica Fabr ............. Abundant 
863 lattipen111i.s Strek ........... Rare 
Yi- APA NTESI§ Walk. 
87 4 virgo L ................... Common 
875 virguncula Kby ............ Fairly common 
875a otiosa Neu ................. Fairly common 
876 michabo Grt ................ Rare 
879a retilinea Frch ............. Common 
880 anna Grt .................. Rare 
-880a persephone Grt ............ Fairly common 
882 arge Dru .................. Very common 
894 nais Dru .................. Common 
895 vittata Fabr ............... Rare 
895a phalerata Harr ............ Fairly common 
AJl:U.:''X'!A Shrank. 
904 caia L .................... Fairly common 
904a americana Harr ............ Rare 
AJ'l1f]'IALO Walk. 
905 tenera Hbn ................ Rare 
HALES!DOTA Hbn. 
919 tessalaris S. & A ........... Common 
920 harrisii Walsh ............. Rare 
922 maculata Harr ............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
923 caryae Harr ............... Very common 
F'amily Agaristidae. 
AlLPHYA Fabr. 
949 octomaculata Fabr ......... Common 
COlf":!"DRYAS Grt. 




960 acronyctoides Walk ......... Common 
CHARADRA Walk. 
964 deridens Gu ............... Fairly common 
RAPHIA Hbn. 
968 frat er Grt ................. Common 
970 abrupt a Grt ....... .' ....... Common 
19 
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APATELLA Hbn. 
972 americana Harr ............ Abundant 
975 dactylina Grt .............. Common 
983 popitli Ril ................. Common 
9~4 lepusculina Gu ............ Rare 
989 betitlae Ril ................ Rare 
990 morula Grt ................ Common 
991 interrupta Gu ............. Common 
993 lobeliae Gu ................ Common ·.r 
1002 clarescens Gu .............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
1003 hamamelis Gu ............. Rare 
1004 superans Gu ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
1005 lithospila Grt .............. Fairly common 
1023 inc1·eta Morr ............... Common 
1026 · brumosa Gu." ............. Rare 
1028 retardata Walk ............ Common 
1030 noctivaga Grt .............. Common 
1039 impleta Walk .............. Common · 
1041 oblinata S. & A ............ Common 
ARSILONOHE Led. 
1049 albovenosa Goeze ........... Common 
1049a fumosum Morr ............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
1049c evanidiim Grt .............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
JlIIORocoELIA Gu. 
1054 dipteroides Gu ............. Common. 
nIPTH.ERA Hubn. 
1060 fallax Herr.-Sch ........... Common. 
BAILEYA Gu. 
1073 ophthalmica Gu ............ Common. 
CRA!UB01lES Gu. 
1087 talidif ormis Gu ............ Common 
BALSA Walk. 
1092 malana Fitch .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
1094 labecula Grt ............... Rare 
OARA1lRINA Ochs. 
1102 
multif era Walk ............ R~re 
1109 miranda Grt ............... Fairly common 
PERI GEA . Gu. 
1117 vecors Gu ................. Very rare 
OLIGIA Hbn. 
1138 versicolor Grt .............. Rare 
1141 grata Hbn ................. Fairly common 
12
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HADEKA Schrank. 
1152 leucocelsis Grt ............. Rare 
1158 modica Gu ................ Common 
1159 haicsta Grt ................ Very rare, 1 specimen 
1166 mactata Gu ................ Common 
1189 barnesii Sm ............... Fairly common 
1190 dionea Sm ................. Rare 
1205 semicana Walk. . . ........ Common 
1205a fractilinea Grt ............. Common 
1210 niveivenosa Grt ............ Rare 
1211 stipata Morr ............... Fairly common 
1219 suffusca Morr: ............. Rare 
1220 vulfaosa Grt ............... Common 
1224 finitima Gu ................ Rare 
1227 dub·itans Walk ............. :b'airly common 
1231 inipulsa Gu ................ Common · 
1232 devastatrix Bruce .......... Abundant 
1235 cwctica Bsdv ............... Fairly common 
1241 verbascoides Gu ............ Common 
1243 cariosa Gu ................. Rare 
1244 vulgaris G. & R ............ Fairly common 
1250 lignicolor Gu .............. Common 
lUACRONOC'l'UA Grt. 
1255 onusta Grt ................ Common 
PACH.YPOLIA Grt. 
1257 atricornis Grt .............. Fairly common 
'l'RACHEA Hbn. 
1289 delicata Grt ............... :b'airly common 
PYROF'HILA Led. 
1295 pyramidoides Gu ........... Abundant 
1295a inornata Gu ............... Common 
HELIO'l'ROF'HA Led. 
1297 reniformis Grt ............. Common 
1297a atra Grt ................... Rare 
PRODENIA Gu. 
1300 ornithogalli Gu ............ Common 
1300a eudiopta Gu ............... Rare 
LAPHRYGlUA Gu. 
fritgiperda S. & A ........ ·. Common 
obscura Ril. ............... Less common 
HOMOHADENA Grt. 
1312 badistriga Grt ............. Rare 
ONCOCNElUIS Led. 
1333 saundersiana Grt .......... Fairly common 
13
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RYNCHAGROTIS Smith. 
1389 gilvipennis Grt ............. Very rare, ,2 specimens 
1390 rufipectus Morr ............ Fairly common 
1393 anchocelioides Gu .......... Common 
1395 placida Grt ................ Fairly common 
1397 alternata Grt .............. Common 
ADELPHIGROTIS Smith. 
1415 prasina Fabr .............. Rare 
PLA'l'AGROTIS Smith. 
1418 pressa Grt ................. Common 
1419 condita Gu ................ Rare 
EUERAGROTIS Smith. 
1422 sigmoid es Gu ..... : ........ Common 
1423 peratenta Grt .............. Less common 
1424 attenta Grt ................ Very common 
AGROTIS. Och. 
1451 badinodis Grt. ............. Fairly common 
1454 ypsilon Rott ............... Common 
1455 geniculata G. & R .......... Very rare, 1 specimen 
PERIDROMA Hbn,-
1462 occulta L ..•..••..••.•••••• Very rare, 3 specimens 
1464 astricta Morr .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
1467 margaritosa Haw ........... Common 
1467a saucia Hbn ................ Common 
NOCTUA L. 
1475 sniithii Snell ............... Very rare, 2 specimen~ 
1476 normaniana Grt ............ Common 
14 78 bicarnea Gu ............... Common 
1481 C-nigrum L ....... ; ....... Abundant 
1489 fennica Tausch ............ Rare 
1490 plecta L ................... Rare 
1493 haruspica Grt. ............ Rare 
1496 clandestina Harr ..........• Common 
1511 cynica Smith .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
1514 lubricans Gu .............. Common 
FEL'I'IA Walk. 
1538 subgothica Haw ............ Abundant 
1540 jaculifera Gu .............. Very common 
1540a herilis Grt ................. Less common 
1544 gladiara Morr .............. Common 
1545 venerabilis Walk ........... Very common 
1549 'l(Olubilis Harvey ........... Common 
1550 annexa Treitsch ............ Fairly common 
1551 malefida Gu ............... Common 
14
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POROSAGROTIS . Smith. 
1552 vetusta Walk, ............. Very common 
1553 catenula Grt ............... Very rare, 2 specimens 
1556 mimallonis Grt ............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
1558 tripars Walk .............. Common 
1559 rileyana Morr. ~ ........... Common 
PARAGROTIS Praitt. 
1620 scandens Riley ............. Common 
1621 detersa Walk .............. Fairly common 
1649 messoria Harr ............. Common 
1655 fulda Smith ............... Very rare, 2 specimens 
1707 insulsa Walk .............. Rare 
1707a verticaUis Grt ............. Common 
1711 tesselata Harr ............. Common 
1732 nordica Smith ............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
1736 divergens Walk ............ Rare 
ANYTUS Grt. 
1753 privatus Walk ............. Rare 
UFEUS Grt. 
1760 unicolor Grt ............... Fairly common 
lUAllIESTRA Ochs. 
1771 discalis Grt ................ Very rare, 1 specimen 
1773 nimbosa Gu ............... Very rare, 2 specimens 
1774 imbr'ifera Gu .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
1781 meditata Grt .............. Fairly common 
1782 lustralis Grt ............... Common 
1783 detract a Walk ............. Common 
1796 siibjimcta G. & R .......... Rare 
1801 trifolii Rott ............... Common 
1803 rosea Haw ............. _ ... Very rare, 1 specimen 
1807 picta Harr ................ Very common 
1808 cristifera Walk ............ Rare 
1832 olivacea Morr .............. Fairly common 
1832b comis Grt. ................ Common 
1837 laudabilis Gu .............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
1842 lorea Gu .................. Fairly common 
1858 nugatis Smith ............. Rare 
111ona1soNIA Grt. 
1885 sectilis Gu ................ Rare 
1889 miicens Hbn ............... Fairly common 
1890 conf usa Hbn .............. Common 
ULOLONCHE Sm. 
1921 modesta 1\!Iorr .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
TRICilOF'OLIA Grt. 
1946 serrata Smith .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
15
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NEPHELODES Gu. 
1950 minians Gu ................ Common 
1950a violans Gu ................ Common 
HEI,JOPHILA Hbn. 
1953 unipuncta Haw ............ Abundant 
1954 pseudargyria Gu ........... Comnion 
1957 luteopallans Sm ............ Common 
1963 albilinea Hbn .............. Common 
1965 diffusa Walk .............. :B'airly common 
1975 insueta Gu ................ F'airly common 
1978 multiiinea Walk ........... V cry rare, 2 specimens 
1979 commoides Gu ............. Common 
1980 phragmitidicola Gu ........ Very rare, 2 specimens 
ORTHODES Gu. 
1996 crenulata Butl ............. Fairly common 
1997 cynica Gu ................. Common 
1998 vecors Gu ................. Very rare, 2 specimens 
HIMELLA Grt. 
2007 intractata Morr ............ Very rare, 1 specimen 
GRAPHIPHORA Hbn. 
2012 culea Gu .................. Rare 
2026 peredia Grt ................ Rare 
2040 alia Gu ................... Common 
2043 subterminata Smith ........ Very rare, 3 specimens 
TRICHOLITA Grt. 
2060 signata Walk .............. Y cry rare, 1 specimen 
XYLINA Ochs. 
2078 disposita Morr ............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
2090 antennata Walk ............ Very rare, 1 specimen 
2091 laticinerea Grt ............. Fairly common 
2096 amanda Smith ............. Fairly common 
2109 querquera Grt ............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
2113 capax G. & R .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
CALOCAMPA Staph. 
2118 ,,nupera Lint ............... Fairly common 
CUCULLIA Schrank. • 
2127 asteroides Gu ............... Common 
SPIDA Grt. 
2149 obliqua Walk .............. Fairly common 
NONAGRIA Ochs. 
2150 permagna Grt ............. Common 
2151 subfiava Grt ............... Rare 
16
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GORTY::VA Och. 
2161 velata Walk ............... Common 
2162 nictitans Borkh ............ Fairly common 
2167 obliqua Haw ............... Rare 
PAPAIMENA Smith. 
2171 cerina Grt ................. Very rare, 1 specimen 
2173 speciosissima G. & R ........ Very rare, 2 specimens 
2179 111itella Gu ................. Fairly common 
2179a nebris Gu ................. Common 
2182 limpida Gu ................ Very rare, 1 specimen 
2187 cataphracta Grt ............ Rare 
2190 rutiaa Gu ................. Common 
PYRIUUA Hbn. · 
2197 umbra Hfn ................ Common 
2197 a expr·imens \Valk ............ Less common 
.HH.JIA Hbn. 
2202 rufago Hbn ............... Fairly common 
BRO'l'OLEMIA Led. 
2203 iris Gu .................... Common 
TIUGONOPHOUA Hbn. 
2204 perriculosa Gu ............. Fairly common 
CONSERVULA Grt. 
2205 (J;nodonta Gu ............... Rare 
ENCIItRol)EDIA Grt. 
2206 pampina Gu ............... Very rare, 2 specimens 
scor.roPTERYX L. 
2207 libatrix L .................. Common 
CHOEPif.ORA G.&R. 
2208 fungoriim G. & R .......... Fairly common 
FAGITANA Walk. 








palacea Eps ............... Common 
ORTHOSIA Ochs. 
bicolorago Gu .............. F'airly common 
f ern.tginoides Gu ........... Common 
aurantiago Gu ............. Rare 
helva Grt ............... ; .. Common 
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SCOPELOSOIUA Curtis. 
2236 indirect a Grt ........•..... Rare 
2241 walkeru Grt ..............• Very rare, 2 specimens 
2242 sidus Gu .................. Fairly common 
2243 morrisonii Grt ............. Fairly common 
2244 devia. Grt .................. Rare 
GLAEA Hbn. 
2247 inulta Grt ................. Common 
2249 serrica Morr ................ Rare 
· EPIGLEAE Grt. 
2255 decliva Grt ................ Rare 
CAL Y~1NIA Hbn. 
2259 orina Gu .................. Common 
IPHIMORPHA. 
2261 pleonectusa ............... Common 
CI:'L::LORIDEA West. 
2296 virescens Fabr ............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
HE!LIO'J'HIS Ochs. 
2300 armiger Hbn .............. Abundant 
2300a umbrosa Grt ............. : . Very common 
2301 phlogophagus G. & R ....... Common 
2301a luteitinctus Grt ............ Very rare, 1 specimen 
RUODOPHORA Gu. 
2307 fioricla Gu ................. Rare 
PSEUDACONTIA Smith. 
2316 crust aria Morr ............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
PORRIMA Grt. 
2319 sanguinea Geyer ........... Rare 
SCIHNIA H'bn. 
2332 trif ascia Hbn .............. Common 
2346 lynx Gu ................... Rare 
2351 tertia Grt ................. Common 
2353 jaguirina Gu .............. Rare 
2361 marginata Haw ............ Common 
2366 brevis Grt ................. Fairly common 
2371 meskeana Grt .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
EU'J'HISANOTJA Hbn. 
2428 imio Hbn .................. Fairly common 
2430 grata Fabr ................ Common 
BASILODES Gu. 
2443 pepita Gu ................. Rare 
18
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POLYCHRISIA Hbn. 
forrnosa Grt ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
PLUSIA Hbn. 
aerea Hbn ................. Common 
aeroides Grt ............... Common 
baluca Gey ................ Rare 
EUCHALCIA flibn. 
contexta .................. Common 
f estucae .................. Fairly common 
venusta Walk ............. Rare 
At;TOGRAPHA Hbn. 
2483 bimaculata Steph ........... Fairly common 
2485 biloba Steph .............. Variable, fairly common to rare 
2487 rogationis Gu .............. Common 
2488 precationis Gu ............. Common 
2493 ou Gu ..................... Rare 
2496 brassicae Ril ............... Common 
2498 oxygramma Gey ............ Very rare, 2 specimens 
2519 falcigera Kirb ............. Fairly common 




delineata Gu ............... Rare 
oculatrix Gu ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
ALABAMA Grt. 
2555 argillacea Hbn ............. Fairly common3 
ANOJUIS Hbn. 
2557 exacta Hbn ................ Very rare, 1 specimen 
AMOLI'l'A Grt. 
2567 fessa Grt .................. Common 
RIVliJ,A Gu. 
2568 propinquis Gu... . ........ Fairly common 
297 
'2555 While this species is usually fairly common during the autumn months 
a case of unusual abundance may here be noted. In September, 1910, a heavy 
shower came up from the southeast. During this shower swarms of moths 
were noticed around the electric lights. I visited the locality the next day and 
found the moths in myriads. Houses, fences and herbage were brown with 
them. By the use of the telephone, supplemented by some field work, the limits 
of the swarm (if it might be called such) were determined. The line of oc-
currence was from southeast to northwest and extended nearly fifteen miles in 
length wfth a width of from one-half to three-fourths of a mlle. The center of 
abundance was about a fourth of a mile wide and three miles long and very 
few were found in the extreme limits. The maxima of moths and of rainfall 
were coincident. The reason I leave for others to explain, my part being only 
to record the occurrence. 
19
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EUSTROTIA Hbn. 
albidula Gu .......•••..... Common 
concinnimacula Gu ......... Rare 
musta G. & R ............. Fairly common 
muscoscula Gu ..•.......... Fairly common 
apicosta Haw .............. Rare 
aeria Grt .................. Very rare, 1 specimen 
GALULA Gu. 
2618 hepera Gu ................. Fairly common 
2618a partita Gu ................ Common 
LITHOCODIA Hbn. 
2622 bellicilla Hbn .............. Rare 
XAN'l'HROPTERA Gu. 
2631 nigro fimbria Gu ............ Rare 
TRIPUDIA Grt. 
2642 quadrifera Zell ............. Rare 
'J'ARACHE Hbn. 
2664 abdominalis Grt ............ Very rare, 2 specimens 
2673 biplaga Gu ................ Rare 
2676 erastrioides Gu ............. Common 
2691 candef act a Hbn ............ Fairly common 
FRUVA Grt. 
2699 apicella Grt ............... Very rare, 2 specimens 
HYAMIA Walk. 
2727 sexpunctata Grt ........... Very rare, 2 specimens 
HYPSOROPHA Hbn. 






Subfamily CA TOCAL IN AE. 
CISSURA Walk. 
spadix Cram .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
DRASTERIA Hbn. 
erechtea Cram ............. Common 
crasiuscula Haw ........... Abundant 
CAENURGIA Walk. 
convalescens Gu ........... Very rare, 1 specimen 
EUCLIDIA Ochs. 
cuspidea Hbn .............. Common 
MELIOPOTIS Hbn. 
277 4 jucunda Hbn .............. Rare 
SYNEDA Gu. 
2781 graphica Hbn .............. Common 20
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CATOCOLA Schrank. 
2806 epione Dru ................ Very rare, 1 specimen 
2807 sappho Streck .............. Very rare, 3 specimens 
2813 vidiw S. & A .............. Common 
c 2815 retecta Grt ................ Rare 
2819 obsc·ura Streck ............. Fairly common 
2820 residita Grt ................ Fairly common 
2821 insolabilis Gu .............. Rare 
2826 relicta Walk ............... Common 
2826a bianca Hy Edw ....... ' ..... Rare • 
2826b phrynia Hy Edw .......... Very rare, 1 specimen 
2827 cara Gu ............. , ..... Common 
2827 a carissima Hulst ............ Less common 
2828 amatrix Hbn .............. Fairly common 
2828a nurus · Walk .......... , ..... Common 
2829 mannorata Edw ........... Rare 
2830 concitmbens Walk .......... Common 
2836 luciana Edw. ; ............. Very ·rare, 2 specimens 
2836a somnus Dodge ...... , ...... Very rare, 1 specimen 
2846 pura Hulst. ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
2848 uniJuga Walk .............. Fairly common 
2849 beaniana Grt ............•. Very rare, 1 specimen 
2857 parta Gu .................. Common 
2857a perplexa Strek ............. Fairly common 
2857b petitlans Hulst ............. Locally common 
2864 ultronia Hbn .............. Common 
2864a celia Hy Edw ............. Fairly common 
2864b mopsa Hy Edw ............. Common 
2865 illia Cram ................. Very rare, 1 specimen 
2866 kinda French .............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
2868 piatrix Grt ................ Common 
2870 neogamma S. & A .......... Rare 
2871 subnata Grt ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
2872 cerogama Gu .............. Rare 
2873 paleogama Gu .............. Fairly common 
2875 muliercula Gu ...........•• Rare 
2876 delilah Streck .............. Fairly common 
2881 illecta Streck ..•....••.•••• Rare 
2882 serana Edw ............... Rare 
2883 amatrix Streck ............. Very common 
2889 abreviatella Grt ............ Common 
2890 whitneyii Dodge ..........• Rare 
2891 nuptialis Walk ............. Fairly common 
2897a aholah Streck .............. Rare 
2907 amica Hbn ................ Very rare, 2 specimens· 
2907 a lineella Grt ................ Rare 
21
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EUP A.RTHENOS. 
2911 nubilis Hbn ...••.. , ........ Common 
2911a apache Poling .• , .•.•....... Common 
P A.RALLELIA. Poling. 
2921 bistriaris Rhn ...•.••...... Fairly common 
REMIGIA Gu •. 
2923 repa;ndra Fabr ••........... Common 
ZA.LE Hbn. 
2977 horrida Rbn .............. Rare 
HOMOPTERA Bsdv •. 
2986 lunata Dru ................ Abundant 
2986a edusa Dru .............•... Abundant 
2999 penna Morr ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
3000 unilineata Grt ............. Rare 
EREBUS. 
3006 oClora L ................... Rare4 
THYSANIA. 
3007' zenobia Cram .............. Very rare, 1 specimen (perfect) 
Subfamily HYPENINAE. 
EPIZEUXIS Hbn. 
3008 americalis · Gu .............. Common 
3009 aeniula Rbn ............... Common 
3012 lubricalis Geyer ............ Very rare, 2. specimens 
3013 denticulatis Harvey ......... Very rare, 1 . specimen 
3016 rotundalis Walk ........... Fairly common 
ZANCLOGNA.THA Led. 
3019 laeviga Grt. ··~· .............. Fairly comm;n 
3019a modestalis Fitch ............ Commo:µ .. 
3019b reversa Dy ................ Fairly common 
3019c obsoleta Sm ................ Common 
3026 . lituralis Hbn .............. Rare 
3027a gypsalis Grt ............... V~ry i:are, 1 specimen 
HORMISS.'\. Walk. 
3031 absorbtalis Walk ........... Common 
PHILOl\IE'l'RA Grt. 
3036 metonalis Walk ............ Common 
3037 emelusalis Walk .........•.. Common 
. '3006 I have taken battered specimens of this species nearly every season 
while sugaring for catocalas. 
22
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citYcl't)LiTA Grt. 
3039 morbirlalis Gu .............. Common 
3039a petreaUs Grt ............... Less common 
RENIA Gu. 
3041 salusalis Walle ............ Very rare, 2 specimens 
3042 discoloralis Gu ............• Rare 
3048 fiavipunctalis Gey .......... Common 
BJ,EPTINA Gu. 
3049 caradrinalis Gu ............ Common 
3050 inferior Grt ............... Very rare, 1 spec1men 
ilETEROGRAMMA Gu. 
3054 pyramusalis Walk .......... Common 
GABERASA W,alk. 
3055 ambigualis Walk ........... Rare 
PALTHIS Hbn. 
3058 angulalis Hbn ............. Common 
.- CAPIS Grt. 
3060 curvata Grt ................ Very rare, l specimen 
LOMANAL'I'ES Grt. 
3063 eductalis Walk ............. Common 
BOMOLOCHA Hbn. 
3064 manalis Walk .............• Fairly common 
3065 baltimorealis Gu ........... Rare 
3066 bijugalis Walk ....... ,. ..... Very rare, 2 specimens 
3070 sordirlula Grt .............. Common 
3073 deceptalis Walk ............ Common 
307 4 edictalis Walk ............. Rare 
3076 umbralis Fabr ............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
PLA'I'«YPENA Grt. 
3079 · scabra Fabr ............... Common 
3079a subrufalis Grt ............. Rare 
HYPENA Schrank. 
3080 humuli Harr .............. Fairly common 
.., ., ., .. 
Family Nycteolldae. 
NYCTEOLA Hubner. 
3083a lintn~ria Spey ..•..•.... ; .. Rare 
3084 proteela ........•......... Very rare, 1 specimen 
23
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Family Notodontidae. 
APATELODES Pack. 
3090 torref act a S. & A. ...•...... Rare 
MEJ,ALOl'HA Hbn. 
3092a ornata G. & R ............. Common 
3094 inclusa Hbn ..•........•..• Rare 
3094a inversa Pack ..•........... Fairly common 
3096 albosigma Fitch ............ Very rare, 2 specimens 
DA'l'A~A W•alsh. 
3098 ministra Dru .............. Common 
-3100 angusii (l & R ............ Common 
3106 perspicua G. & R .......... :B1airly common 
3108 integerrima G. & R ....•.... Fairly common 
3110 contracta Walsh ............ Common 
HYPERAESCHRA Butler. 
3112 georgica Herr-Schf ......... Very rare, 2 specimens 
NO'l'ODON'I'A Och. 
3116 basitriens Walk ............ Rare 
PHEOSIA Hbn. 
3118 dimiadata Herr-Schf ........ Common 
1,oPHODON'l'A Pack. 
3120 f erruginea Pack ........... F1airly common 
NADA TA Walk. 
3123 gibbosa S. & A ............. Common 
3123a doubledayi Pack ........... Fairly common 
SYM~IERIS'rA Hbn. 
3125 albifrons S. & A ........... :B1airly common 
DASYLOPHIA Pack. 
3127 angninil< S. & A ............ Rare 
HE'l'EROCAMPA Doub. 
3133 obliqua Pack .............. Fairly common 
3134 picta Fel .................. Very rare. 3 specimens 
3137 manteo Doubd ............. Common 
3141 gnttivitta Walk ... ~ ........ Common 
3142 bilineata Pack ............. Fairly common 
SCHIZUJtA Doubd. 
3148 ipomoeae Doubd ........... Rare 
3149 concinna S. & A ........... Fairly common 
3151 unicornis S. & A .......... Rare 
3153 badia Pack ................ Very rare, 2 specimens 
,. 
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HYPAUPAX Hbn, 
3155 aurora S. & A ............. Rare 
CFJRURA Sehr. 




cincrea Walk .............. Common 
nivea Neum ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
GLUPHISIA. 
3166 septentrionalis Walk ........ Common 
3166a ridenda Hy Edw ........... Rare 
Family Thyatiridae. 
PSI<>UDO'l'HYATIRA Grt. 
3177 expultrix Grt .............. Fairly common 
Family Liparidae. 
HE:tt:EROCAMPA Dy. 
3190 leucostigma S. & A ......... Abundant 
3191 inornata Beut ............. Rare 
3192 definata Pack .............. Very common 
OLENE Hbn. 
3193a tepha Hbn ................ Rare 
3194 leucophaea S. & A ......... Common 
Family Lasiocampidae. 
TOT,YPE Hbn. 
3208 velleda Stoll ............... Fairly common 
3211 laricis Fitch ............... Common 
~IALACOSOMA Hbn. 
3214 americana Fabr ............ Common 
3221 disstria Hbn ............... Common 
HETEROPACHA Harr. 
3222 rileyana .................. Rare 
EPICNAPTERA Rambur. 
3223 americana Harr ............ Common 
3223a f erriiginea Pack ............ Less common 
Famdly Platypterygidae. 
ORE'l'A Walk. 
3226 rosea Walk ................ Fairly common 
3226a marginata Walk ........... Common 
303 
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DREPANA Walk. 




3235 fusifasciata Walk .......... Rare 
Subfamily HYDRIOMENINAE. 
PALEACRITA Riley. 
3245 vernata Peck ............... Common 
EUDUJ,E Hbn. 
3248 mendica Walk ............. Common 
3251 unicolor Rob ............... Rare 
NANNIA Hulst. 
3260 refusata Walk ............. Common 
llETEROPlILEPs Herr-S·chf. 
3262 triguttaria Herr-Schf ....... V cry common 
TEPHROCL YSTIS Hbn. 
3271 implicata Walk ............ Very rare, 1 specimen 
3277 miserulata Grt ............. Rare 
3294 absinthiata Clerk ........... Fairly common 
3295 fumosa Hulst .............. Rare 
EUC~IATOGE Hbn. 
3323 anticaria Walk ............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
3327 intestinata Gu ............. Common 
VENUSIA Curtis. 
3329 cambrica Curtis ............ Rare 
EUCHOECA Hbn. 
3332 albovittata Hbn ............ Fairly common 
3335 lucata Gu ................. Fairly common 
3336 alb if era Walk ............. Common 
U:YDRIA Hbn. 
3340 undulata L ................ Common 
EUS'l'ROMA Hbn. 
3348 diversilineata Hbn .......... Common 
3350a remota Walk .............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
3355 explanata Walk ............ Rare 
26
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RHE{jMAPTERA Hbn. 













fluviata Hbn ............... Common 
MESOLF~l:CA Hbn. 
ruficilliata Gu .............. Rare 
lacustrata Gu .............. Common 
intermedia Gu ............. Fairly common 
vassaliata Gu .............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
HYDRI0,1IENA Hbn. 
latirupta Walk ............. Fai~ly common 
'l'RH'HOSA Steph. 
dubitata L ................. Rare 
COENOCALJ'E Hbn. 
aurata Grt ................ Very rare, 1 specimen 
f ormosata Strek ............ Common 
GYPSOCHROA ti.on. 
designata Hnfn ............ Fairly common 
PE'l'ROPHOUA Hbn. 
f errugata Clerk ............ Rare 
Subfamily J\IONOCTENIINAE. 
l{AEUATOP!iiis Hbn. 
3468 grataria Fabr .............. Common 
Subfamily STERRHINAE. 
ERAS'l'RIA Hbn. 
3469 amaforaria Walk ........... Very rare, 1 specimen 
DEP'J'ALIA Hulst. 






ciilicaria Gu ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
lumenaria Hbn ............. Cmnmon 
SYNELYS Hulst. 
ennucleata Gu ............. Fairly common 
XYSTUOI,A Hulst. 
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CINGLIS Gu. 
3497 similaria Walk ............. Common 
3501 fuscata Hulst .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
EOIS Hubn. 
3521 demissaria Hbn ............. Rare 
3546 inducta Gu ................ Fairly common 
Subfamily GEOMETRINAE. 
NEMOllIA Hbn. 
3564 subcroceata Walk ........... Common 
APLODES GU. 
3587 mimosaria Gu .............. Fairly common 
3590 bistriaria Hbn ............. Common 
Subfamily ENOMINAE. 
EPELIS Hulst. 
3603 truncataria Walk ........... Fairly common 
ORTHOFIDONIA Pack. 
3605 exornata Walk. . . . . . . . . . . . . Very rare, 3 specimens 
3606 semiclarata Walk. . . . . . . . . . . Rare 
3608 vestaliata Gu. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Common 
GUENERIA Pack. 
3619 basiaria Walk .............. Common 
DEII,E'HA Hbn. 
3623 variolaria Gu .............. Common 
3636 liberaria Walk ............. Rare 
SCIAGRAPHIA Hulst. 
3643 sublacteolaria Hulst ........ Fairly common 
3645 maculifascia Hulst ......... Rare 
3647 granitata Gu .............. Fairly common 
3664 melistrigata Grt ............ Rare 
PllILOBIA Dupon. 
3666 notata L .................. Rare 
3667 enotata Gu ................ Very rare, 2 specimens 
MA.CARIA Curtis. 
3668 infimata Gu ............... Very rare, 2 specimens 
3673 eremiata Gu ............... Rare 
3682 septemfiuaria Grt .......... Fairly common 
,, 
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CYJUA.'l'OPHOHA Hbn. 
3690 riberaria Harvey ........... Fairly common 
3704 evagaria Hulst .............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
3705 subcessaria Walk ..... · ...... Common 
HOMOCJ,ODES Hulst. 
3748 frittilaria Gu .............. :B.,airly common 
• 
CA.TOPYRRHA. Hbn . 
3759 coloraria Fabr ............. Rare 
A.Leis Curtis. 
3784 sulphuraria Pack ........... Rare 
3786 dislocaria Pack ............. Rare 
3798 maestosa Hulst ............ Very rare, 1 specimen 
s1~L1nosE111A. Hbn. 
3838 humariitm Gu .............. Fairly common 
CLEOllA Curt. 
3850 pampinaria Gu ............. Fairly common 
MELA.NOPHORIA Hulst. 
3858 ca?Wdaria Gu .............. Rare 
ECTROPIS Hbn . 
.,· 3862 crepusci1laria D. & S ....... Common 
ERANNIS Hbn. 
3884 tili,aria. Harr ............... Common 
CINGII.IA Walk. 
3886 catenaria Dru ............. Common 
EUGONOBAPTA Warren. 
3916 nivosaria Gu ............... Common 
ENNOMOS Tr. 
3922 s·ubsignarius Hbn .......... Fairly common 
3923 magnarius Gu .............. Rare 
XAN'l'HOTYPE Warren. 
3925 crocataria Fabr ............ Common 
• 
HYPERITIS ·Gu. 
3934 amicaria Herr-Sch ......... Rare 
3934a alienaria Herr-Sch ......... Rare 
ANIA Haw. 
3939 limbata Haw .......... , .... Fairly com:rp.on . 
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n , - '· 
GONODONTIS Hbn. 






irw,tomaria Gu ............. Fairly common 
determinata W:alk .......... Rare 
quercivoria Gu ............ Common 
textrinaria G. & R ........ Very rare, 1 specimen 
SYNSAURA Hbn. 
4005 inf ensata Gu ............... Very rare, 2 specimens 
c.A.:B:EaonEs Gu. 
4007 confu.so.r,ia .. Hbn . ........... Common , 
4007a metrocamparia Gu .......... Less common 
TETRACIS Gu. 
4011 crocallata Gu .............. Common 
4014 
4026 
.. J tcj.;. 
SABULODES Gu. 
arcassaria Walk ............ Very rare, 1 spechnen 
transversata Dru ........... Common 
ABiJO'I'ANA Hulst. 
4028 transducens Walk .......... Very rare, 4 specimens 
Subfamily SPAECECELODINAE. 
SPHAECELODES Gu. 




4046 triquetana Fitch ........... Common 
n'.oESEJ,IA Hbn. 
4055 minniuscula Zeller .......... Very rare, 2 specimens 
Family Lacosomiidae. 
LACOSOMA Grt. 
4060 chiridota Grt .............. Rare 
Family Psychl.<h.'.e. 
'I,'HYRil)~'PTE{R..:x Steph. 
4065 ephemeraef ormis Haw ...... Fairly common 
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4080 chloris Herr-Schf .......... Rare 
LITH~~~nEs :P&~k. 
4097 fasciola Herr-Schf .......... Fairly comr~.'on 
Family Megalopygidae. 
LAGOA Harris. 
4110 crispata Pack ... , .......... Rare 
4111 pyxidif era S. & A ......... Very rare, 2 specimens 
Fa:mily Pyromorphidae. 
:'. VJ.-,-;.i..~.i\ '"' - '.'~-·".', ... :···. 
BARRISINA Packard. 
4129 americana G-M ............ Rare 
Family Thyridae. 
DYSODIA Clemens. 
4134 oculatana Clem ............ Rare 
Family Cossidae. 
ZUEZERA Latreille. 
4141 pyrina L .................. Fairly common 
cossus. Fa~r. 
4142 centerensis Lint ............ Fairly common 
PRIONOXS'l'US Grt. 
4147 robinae Pack .............. CoD1mon 
4147a quercus Ehr ............... Fairly common 
cossu1.A B~iley. 
4151 magnifica Strick ........... Very rare, 1 specimen 
Fa;nny sesildiie . 
. : .--~ ··: :·~r- ··:"_•f . "'i. n:•· MEL~TTIA Hbn. 
4162 satyrinif ormis Hbn ......... Common 
PODOSESIA ' Mos.chler. 
4173 syringae Harr ............. Common 
309 
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AEGEIUA Fabr. 
4188 apiformis Clerk ............ Rare 
4190 tibialis Harr ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
BEMBECIA. 
4191 marginata Harr ............ Rare 
SANSINOIDEA Beut. 
4194 exitiosa Say. Jr ............ Fairly common 
ALBUNA HyEdw. 
4197 pyramidalis Walk ........... Common 
SES IA. 
4203 rutilans Hy Edw ........... Very rare, 1 specimen 
4208 tipuliformis Clerk .......... Very common 
4216 pictipes G. & R ............ Rare 
4217 albicornis Hy Edw ......... Fairly common 
4221 acerni Clemens ............. Common 




4264 sesquistrialis Hbn .......... Rare 
HYMENIA Hbn. 
4275 perspectalis Hbn ........... Fairly common • 
4276 f ascialis Cram ............. Rare 
DEsitnA Westwood. 
4277 f uneralis Cram ............ Common 
DIASTIC'l'IS Hbn. 
4287 argyralis Hbn ............. Common 
PILOCROCIS Led. 
4291 ramentalis Led ............. Rare 
PANTOGRAPHA Led. 
4307 limata G. & R ............. Fairly common 
DIAPHANA Hbn. 
4320 hyaUnata L ............... Common 
4321 quadristigmalis Gu ......... Common 
EVERGESTES Hbn. 
4336 straminalis Hbn ........... Common 
CROCIDOPHORA Led. ... 
4337 serratissimalis Zell ......... Common 
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4345 dasconalis Walk ............ Fai:rly common 
434 7 chortalis Grt ............... Rare 
4349 dbliteralis Walk ............ Common 
4354a rantalis Gu ................ Very rare, 1 specimen 
4358 stricticallis Grt ............. Very rare, 2 specimens 
F'HLYCTAENIA Hbn. 
4401 f errugfl,lis Hbn ............. Common 
4409 acutella Walk .............. Fairly common 
4411 extricalis Gu .............. Common 
4413 tertialis Gu ................ Common 
CINDAPHIA Led. 
4414 bicoloralis Gu .............. Common 
PYRAUS'rA S,chrank. 
4417 pertextalis Led. . . ..•••..•. Common 
4440 inconcinnalis Led ........... Fairly common 
4443 unif ascialis Pack ........... Rare 
4454 insequalis Gu ...........•.. Rare 
4461,1 signatalis Walk ............ Common 
4472 funebris Strom ............ Common 
LINEODES Gu. 
4484 integra Zeller .............. Rare 
Subfamily NYMPHULINAE. 
NYMPHULA Schrank. 
4487 icciusalis Walk ............. Common 
4492 badiusalis Walk ............ Common 
4496 obliteralis Walk ............ Rare 
Subfamily SCOPARIINAE. 
SCOPARIA .Haw. 
4507 basalis Walk ............. : . Common 
4510 centuriella D. & S .......... Rare 
Subfamily PYRALINAE. 
PYRALIS L. 
4516 fariinalis L ................. Very common 
HERCULIA Walk. 
4521 olinalis Gu ................ Comni.on 
OMPHALOCERA Led. 
4525 dentosa Grt ................ Rare 
Subfamily CHYSAUGINAE. 
SALOBRANA Walk. 
4526 tecomae Ril ................ Very rare, 2 specimens 
311 
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GALASA Walk, 
4533 rubidana Walk ....... : .... Rare 
Subfamily SCHOENOBINAE. 
AMESTRIA R'agonet. 
4536 occulif erralis Rag .......... Very rare, 1 specimen 
SCHOENOBIUS Duponchel. 
4542 sordidellus Zinck ........... Very rare, 1 specimen 
4545 melinellus Clem ............ Fairly common 
Subfamily CRAMBIDAE. 
CRAMBUS Fabr. 
4558 hastiferellus Walk .......... Fairly common 
4560 hamellus Thun ............. Common 
4563 pascuellus L . ." ............. Common 
4565 leachellus Zinck ............ Rare 
4567 praefectellus Zinck ......... Common 
4573 lasqueatellus Clem ..•....... Common 
4577 albellus Clem .............. Rare 
4585 vulgivagellus Clem ......... Fairly common 
4604 trisect us Walk ............. Common 
4609 luteolellus Clem ............ Fairly common 
ARGYRIA Hbn. 
4620 nivalis Dru ................ Fairly common 
4621 argenta Martyn ............ Common 
4622 auratella Clem ............. Common 
CHILO Zinken. 
4631 comptulatalis Hulst ........ Common 
4632 forbesellus Fernald ......... Very rare, 1 specimen 
Subfamily EPIP ASSCHINAE. 
lllPJPASCHJA Clemens. 
4637 superatalis Clem ........... Rare 
<lc639 zelleri Grt ................. Very rare, 2 specimens 
BENTA Walk. 
4648 asperatella Clem ........... Rare 
LANTHAPE Clem. 
4652 plantanella Clem ........... Common 
WANDA Hulst. 
4654 baptisiella Fern ............ Rare 
Suhllamily PHYCITINAE. 
MYELOIS Hubn. 
4676 bistriatella Hulst ........... Common 
• 
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ACROBASIS Zeller. 
4688 caryae Grt ................. Fairly common 
4692 rubrifasciella Pack ......... Common 
MEROPTERA Grt. 
4 7 46 praveUa Grt. .............. Common 
SALRBRIA Zeller. 
laevigatella Hulst .......... Common 
LAODAMIA Ragonet. 
4776 fusca Haw ................. Fairly common 
EPISCHNIA Hubner. 
<1:793 boisduvaliella Gu ........... Yery rare, 1 specimen 
MELITARA Walk. 
4816 prodenialis Walk ........... Very rare, 1 specimen 
CANAR'l'IA Hulst. 
4843 ulmiarrosorella Clem ....... Rare 
UOMOEOSOMA Curtis. 
4865 electeUum Hulst ........... Fairly common 
EPHRESTIA Guenee. 
4879 eleutella Hbn .............. Rare 
Subfamily ANERASTINAE. 
SALURIA Rag.onet. 
4905 tetradella Zell .............. Very rare, 3 specimens 
PEORIA Ragonet. 
4911 aproximella Walk .......... Common 
Family Pterophoridae. 
OXYPTILUS Zeller. 
4933 delewaricus Zell ............ Rare 
PLATYPTILIA Hubner. 
4941 carduidactyla Riley ......... Fairly common 
4955 tesseradactyla L ............ Rare 
4956 marginidactyla Fitch ....... Very rare, 1 specimen 
PTEROP.E(ORUS Geoffrey. 
4962 homodactylus Walk ......... Rare 
4973 paleaceus Zell .............. Common 
4981 monodactylus L ............ Common 
4982 cretidactylus Fitch ......... Rare 
4990 inquinatus Zeller ........... Very rare, 2 specimens 
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Fa:mily Orneodidae. 
ORNEODES La:treille. 




5005 botrana Schiffermuller ...... Fairly common 
BACTRIA Stephens. 
5006 lanceolata Hbn ............. Rare 
EXARTEllfA Clemens. 
5015 permundanum Clem ........ Common 
5021 fasciatonum Clem .......... Fairly common 
EUCOS!UIA Hbn. 
5101 giganteana Riley ........... Very rare, 2 specimens 
5142 otiosana Clem ............. Common 
THIODIA Hbn. 
5164 olivaccana Ril .............. Rare 
5165 formosana Clem ............ :F'airly common 
EPINOSIA Hbn. 
5226 saliciana Clem ............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
ENARJUONIA Hbn. 
5269 prunivora Walsh ........... Rare 
LIPOPTYCHA Lederer. 
5293 maculana Fernald .......... Very rare, 1 specimen 
CYDIA Hubner. 
5296 pornonella L ............... Common 
Subfamily TORTRINAE. 
ALCERIS Hubner. 
5309 hastiana L ................. Common 
ARCHIPS Hbn. 
5363 zapulata Rob .............. Fairly common 
5366 semi! errana Walker ........ Rare 
5372 grisea Rob ................. Very rare; 1 specimen 
5375 virescana Clem ............. Common 
5377 clemensiana Fernald ........ Common 
• 
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TORTRIX Linnaeus. 
5397 lata Rob ................... Very rare, 2 specimens 
5401 bergmaniana L ............. Fairly common 
5402 peritana Clem ............. Rare 
4606 fumiferi·ana ............... Locally common 
EULIA Hbn. 
5418 ministrana L .............. Rare 
5423 politana Haw .............. Rare 
5426 colorodana Fer ............. Very rare, 1 specimen 
AMORBIA Clem. 
5429 humerosana Fer ........... Rare 
Subfamily PHALONIINAE. 
PHALONIA Hbn. 
5452 bunteana Rob .............. Rare 
Family Yponomentidae. 
MATYRIXGA Busck. 
~ 5476 lattipenis Walsh ........... Fairly common 
PLUTELLA Schrank. 
5503 maculipennis Curtis ........ Rare 
.. GLYPHIPTERYX Hbn . 
5513 impigritella Clem .......... Very rare, 1 specimen 
BRENTHIA Clem. 
5532 pavonacella Clem ........... Rare 
Family Gelechiidae. 
MENTZERIA Zeller. 
5539 lappella L ................. Fairly common 
ARISTO'l'ELIA Hbn. 
5575 roseosuffusella Chambers .... Rare 
5582 elegantella Chambers ....... Very rare, 2 specimens 
GNORIMOSCHEMA Busck. 
5620 gallaesolidaginus Ril ........ Common 
5638 lavernella Busck ........... Rare 
TRICHOTAPHE. 
5657 serrativitella Zel. ........... Fairly common 
YPSOLOPHUS Fabr. 
5678 ligulellus Hbn .............. Rare 
GELECHIA Hbn. 
5744 discoocella Chamb .......... Fairly common 
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Family Zylorictidae. 
STENOMA Zeller. 
5834 schlaegeri Zeller ............ Rare 
Family Oecophoridae. 
DEPRESSARIA Haw. 
5854 atrodorsella Clem .......... Fairly common· 
5882 robiniella Pack ............. Rare 
Frum.Uy Tineidae. 
BUCCULATRIX Zeller. 
6246 pomifoliella Clem .......... Rare 
LITHOCOLLETES Pack.ard. 
6256 clemensella Chamb ......... Very rare, 2 specimens 
6264 alniella Zell ................ Rare 
6333 salicif oUella Clem .......... Rare 
BEDELLIA Stainton. 
6338 minor Busck ............... Very rare, 1 specimen 
GRACILLARIA Haw. 
6364 lespezaefoliella Clem ........ Fairly common 
XYLESTIA Clem. 
6476 pruniramiella Clem ......... Very rare, 2 specimens 
INCURVARIA Haw. 
6477 acerifoliella Fitch .......... Rare 
MONOPIS Hbn. 
6489 rusticella Hbn ............. Rare 
TINEA L. 
6520 pellionella L ............... Fairly common 
PRONUBIA Riley. 
657 4 yucasella Riley ........ : .... Very rare, 1 specimen 
Superfamily M!CROPTERYGOfl~AE. 
l J • ~ ; ~ 
Family Hepialidae. 
HEPIALUS Fabr. 
6608 hyperboreas Morchler: ..... Very . rare, 2 specimens 
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